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BUILD ING YOUR V IS ION  
AND ACCOMPLISHING GOALS 
One of the tools that will help you decide where to begin concentrating 
your efforts is goal-setting. First, you must create a vision for your future 
and take stock of your values to ensure that your goals are aligned with 
what is important to you. Then, putting together a goal-setting chart will 
help you actualize them. It’s your personal tool—a guide toward meeting 
your goals. Start where you are now; you can always revise it later. Most 
of all, dream big and have fun!

Step 1: Build Your Vision Map
The first step in setting goals is to make a vision map for where you would 
like your art career to be in three to five years. These are your big over-
arching goals and this is your opportunity to dream big, abandon doubt 
and fear, and use your imagination to think boldly about your future. 
Choose goals based on what sounds exciting to you now. Don’t get 
tripped up with questions like “What if that’s not realistic?” or “What if I 
end up not liking that?” It’s common when you are mapping your future 
to question whether something is the right goal. At this stage, you don’t 
need to worry about whether you’ll enjoy it in the end. You can always 
revise your goals. Remember, you are the master of your future!
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To make your vision map, write your name in the center of a sheet of 
paper and draw a circle around it. Then, write your vision statements on 
the lines reaching out from the center. It will look like an image of a sun 
with rays extending from it. Here are some examples of vision statements:

Be represented by an illustration agency and get regular  
illustration jobs

Spend my days making collages and get paid for it

Have a lucrative online shop where I sell prints and original pieces

Get my first solo show in a major gallery

Illustrate a children’s book

When you are finished making your map, pin it up in your work space 
or studio. Focusing on your vision of your future is a way of keeping your-
self connected to the goals that are meaningful and exciting to you. Don’t 
forget to revise it over time as other goals become more important to you 
or as you allow yourself to dream even bigger about your future. 

Step 2: Articulate Your Values
Before you move on to setting intermediate goals based on your vision, 
it’s important to know your values. One strategy for coming up with your 
list of values is to begin with the sentence “Selling my work will feel good 
as long as I . . .” or “I will feel good about my success as long as I . . .” 
Examples of values that might apply to you: 

If I take commercial work, I want to work only for companies 
whose products I would buy myself

My work should get people to think differently

Some of the work I create should be affordable

When I create reproductions of my work, I will try to use materials 
that do not harm the environment
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I deserve to be paid well for my work

People who buy my work should learn as much as possible about 
what they are purchasing

A percentage of all my sales each year should go to charity

Articulating your values through your work and business will ensure 
that you execute your goals in a way that is most satisfying for you. You 
will not only feel good about the work you do, but you will also be able 
to make decisions with more purpose and clarity. For example, if you aim 
to license your work and one of your values is working only with compa-
nies whose products you would buy for yourself, then this value should 
help you make decisions about which clients you work with. Clarifying 
your values will also help you clearly communicate what your business is 
about to galleries, customers, collectors, suppliers, or potential clients.

Step 3: Set Intermediate Goals
To bring yourself closer to achieving the goals in your vision map, set 
intermediate goals that are small enough to accomplish over a few weeks 
to a couple of months. Think about the big goals from the vision map, 
and set one to three intermediate goals that will work toward achieving 
them. These intermediate goals should be concrete and actionable, so 
you can imagine what the results might look like once you meet them. 

If one of your big goals is “Have a lucrative online shop where I sell prints 
and original pieces,” then some of your intermediate goals might be:

Set up an online shop to sell my work

Find a high-quality printing lab to make prints of my work

Come up with a name for my shop

Photograph or scan all the original work I want to sell
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Step 4: Develop Small Actionable Tasks 
The final step in completing the chart is to develop short-term tasks to 
help you reach each intermediate goal on your chart. Get really detailed 
when you write short-term tasks. The smaller the task, the more likely you 
will complete it. Make sure each task is something you can complete in a 
few hours so that you have a sense of accomplishment each day. 

If one of your intermediate goals is “Set up an online shop to sell 
prints of my work,” examples of short-term tasks to reach this goal 
might be:

Research online shop venues

Talk to friends about online marketplaces they use to sell their 
work and learn the pros and cons of each

Get paper and print samples from printing labs 

Determine what sizes of prints to sell in my shop

Establish a pricing structure for my prints

Determine what shipping supplies I need

Purchase the shipping supplies

Take photos of or scan my art to turn into prints

Write descriptions of my prints

Write my bio

Design my logo or banner for my online shop


